
to all of you that bought a 
3D printer but don’t know 
what to print, teenage 
engineering gives you IKEA 
frekvens hacks.  

frekvens is a limited collection with 
modular lights and speakers designed 
by teenage engineering for IKEA.  
along with the collection, teenage 
engineering have designed their own 
add-ons and published the 3D CAD files 
that can be downloaded for free at their 
website and used for 3D printing.  

the frekvens collection consists of LED 
spotlights that reacts to sound and 
portable speakers and tripod stands that 
you can attach the speakers and lights to 
in order to build your own unique setup. 
all fully compatible with all teenage 
engineering’s synthesizers. 

the collection will only be available at 
selected IKEA stores. not being able to 
sell the collection, teenage engineering 
decided to create their own add-ons to 
make the collection even more modular 
and playful. after spending weeks 
drawing and making 3D prints teenage 
engineering is now offering free CAD files 
for download at their website.  

link to 3D hacks here: 
teenage.engineering/designs/frekvens-
hacks 

link to frekvens here: 
teenage.engineering/designs/frekvens 

tag and follow 
@teenageengineering 
@ikeatoday 
#frekvens #ikea 
#frekvenshacks 
#teenageengineering 
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for further information, please contact:  
emil kullänger / head of pr 
+46 709 227 667 
press@teenage.engineering 

about teenage engineering 
teenage engineering develops highly 
acclaimed products for people who love 
sound, music and design. the company’s 
first product OP-1, the portable wonder 
synthesizer, is used by world famous 
artists and was unveiled 2010. in 2014 
the OD-11 ortho directional wireless 
loudspeaker was exclusively launched at 
moma nyc. the pocket operator series 
released 2016, with currently nine units 
available, now represents the most 
affordable musical instruments available. 
the OP–Z multimedia synthesizer 
and sequencer was released autumn 
2018. in january 2019 teenage 
engineering released their first modular 
synth system, the pocket operator 
modular. teenage engineering is based in 
Stockholm, Sweden. the company was 
founded 2007. 
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